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knowledge alliance for  ‘system competitiveness’
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4.  The  training  role in  this context
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1.TRADITIONAL COMPANIES



90% of Small and Medium size enterprises
Mainly based on physical premises
Low educational levels (no R&D competences inside)
High flexibility and adaptability levels
No technology oriented
…

Main features – Italian and regional traditional companies



A SWOT analysis for traditional companies

Strenghts Weaknesses
- Rooted savoir faires

- Added value at communication level provided
by territory and image recognised worldwide as

Made in Italy
- Presence of research organisations in the area

- Existance of several production sectors that are 
linked to the same macro-sector – CROSS 

FERTILISATION 
- Existance of promotion centres and service 

centres operating on the mediation between
demand and offer of innovation

- High attitude to internationalization of SMEs

- Mainly incremental innovation
- Dimension of companies

- Burocracy – distance between institutions and companies
- High labour cost

- Low attitude to synergy (with other companies and 
research organisations)

- Focus on product compared to focus on complex
strategies (communication and service)

- Absence of managerial roles
- Weak process and organisational skills

- Difficulties in access to knowledge

Opportunities Threats
- Opportunities on new markets

- Flexibility due to dimension / possibility of creating
networks 

- Competitiveness Plus guaranteed by a high 
multidimensional systemic innovation level

- New business models in process of definition: from 
traditional manufacturing structures to informal networks 

and strategic coordination among companies

- Higher international competitiveness
- Delocalization due to labour cost

- Fast changes in terms of socio-economic situation on 
international markets that require flexible skills in 

defining new strategies
- Heavy changes in processes for the development of 

new products (technologies, marketing strategies, 
communication strategies)



Towards 2025 innovation scenarios: I4.0 KETs overall

Innovation roadmaps identified in 2017 for the regional
Cluster on Interiors and Design 
1. Smart Environments for wellness / health and safety
and for emotional, experiential and aesthetical
qualification of spaces
2. Smart, nanotech materials and low environmental
impact materials
3. Design Driven Innovation / design as a connector
among disciplines and know how / design in its capacity
of making the technological innovation immediately
perceived by the market



Towards 2025 innovation scenarios: I4.0 KETs overall

4. Definition of new strategies and business models: 
reorganization of production processes, chain
integration, start up of new businesses
5. Digital technologies (Mixed Reality/Augmented
Reality/Virtual Reality, IoT, …) for the development of 
design, production, communication, sales and after-sales 
processes.



From industry 4.0 to enterprise 4.0 concept

Within traditional manufacturing companies, the I4.0 
paradigm is applied more to the 

enterprise = business/commercial/design/marketing/ 
prototyping processes

than to the 

industry = factory = production process



From industry 4.0 to enterprise 4.0 concept

A debate is active at European
level on this topic especially
when it comes to very
traditional sectors (i.e. 
furniture, craftsmanship) 
instead of automotive…. 

http://www.industria40senzaslogan.it/
wp-content/uploads/2017/07/Impresa-
4.0-ver_beta_full04a.pdf



From industry 4.0 to enterprise 4.0 concept

ERASMUS SECTOR SKILLS ALLIANCE 
IN4WOOD PROJECT 2016 : more 
than 600 companies interviewed 
on the skills’ needs related to the 
application of KETs

http://in4wood.eu/wp-
content/uploads/2017/12/D1.2.pdfht
tp://in4wood.eu/wp-
content/uploads/2017/12/D1.2.pdf



2. UNIVERSITIES



The three missions of Universities: Teaching, Research and 
Involvement with society – Knowledge Transfer.

The features of the Italian model.
> A productive system made of SMEs (99%).
It’s not easy to create a relationship between companies and 
universities > A mediation of the service centers.

.

University and companies: a progressive approach (a)



Un tavolo a tre gambe – The 
three legs table (2007): a 
book which we wrote 
dedicated to the topic of  
territories competitiviness.

The first leg includes 
companies – the innovation 
demand -, the second is 
represented by the university 
– the innovation offer -, the 
third represents policy-
making - Tuscan Region and 
the service centers such 
Centro Sperimentale del 
Mobile e dell'Arredamento – a 
role of mediation.



Complexity of the real (society and market) > For the 
competitiviness of companies it’s crucial a systemic innovation, 
a multidimensional innovation (not only a formal innovation) > 
Necessity of interdisciplinary contributions > The role of the 
university is crucial.

The design:
- as synthesis and catalysis of different interdisciplinary 
contributions;
- and its capacity to make immediate expendable innovation to 
the market.

University and companies: a progressive approach (c)



Ongoin projects between
companies, University of Florence 

and Centro Sperimentale del Mobile e 
dell’Arredamento



Travel
Research project





Domo4mab
Research project







New research projects



MIXEDINTERIORS

Augmented reality and virtual reality for business
competitiveness.
The project leader is Richard Ginori, a very important and 
historic company - founded in 1735.
The goal of the project is to create a link among Richard 
Ginori's products, the company's history and the skills of the 
workers by applying the augmented reality - a marker on the 
product and an app in the smartphone.



SMAG

A sensors system to protect the garden plants verifying 
temperature, humidity, irrigation, harmful insects ... An 
important system also for human’s health.
The project also involves traditional companies (Arredo di 
Pietra, Up group) which produce objects made of stone (like
vases, benches, tiles ...).



3. MAKERS



- Existing policies exploring the potential of the maker culture 
for innovating teaching and learning, many fablabs and 
makerspaces created inside educational institutions at all levels

- Much impact on education VS business

- Still unclear what makers can bring in terms of innovation

- Sytemic links and connections to be created (Milan as best 
practice) 

A vibrant yet fragmented and uncoordinated landscape



Every person is a door to a different
world, but there are persons that open to much
more worlds than others

A European network of Local Enabling
Spaces driving cross-sectoral partnerships
and prototyping processes between
makers and manufacturing SMEs

Call for prototypes: 134 applications, 400
+ organisations involved, 40 projects
selected across Europe.

OpenMaker



Digital Crystal Manufacturing: digitalization of the 
production process of crystal artefacts and statues

Co-Bo-Pro: realization of low cost prothesis

Circular wool: reuse and refurbishing of local wool

HBRT: creation of an educational robot using
machine learning techniques

OpenMaker: some ongoing projects



Key features of 
the Italian System 



In general, the capacity to produce and apply knowledge is the 
basis for the competitiveness of companies and territories. 
Traditionally, knowledge can be distinguished into tacit and 
local - of the company, of the craftsmen - and explicit and 
transnational – scientific and academic.

The Italian feature: a key role is played by tacit and local 
knowledge.

1. The Italian knowledge model (a)



.



.



Enzo Rullani (2004): 
... Now this Italian model is not enough.

The challenge is to guarantee the  correct mix  between tacit  
knowledge  and  explicit  knowledge,  local  knowledge and  
transnational  knowledge.

.

1. The Italian knowledge model (b)



In this scenario the design plays an  important  role  as  connector  
and  catalyser between  tacit  knowledge  (defined by the 
companies) and  explicit  knowledge  (produced by research 
centers and universities).
(Stefano Maffei, Giuliano Simonelli, 2002)

The design’s ability to make (technological) innovation 
immediately scalable on the market.

.

2. Design as a catalyzer of different knowledge



High Chest Research Project: 
the scientific partnership









“Design-driven” is  a  radical  innovation  of  a  product’s  
meaning.

Design driven innovation is the capacity to go beyond the market.
It means not to follow the market, but anticipate it and reform
it.

... Design driven innovation has few in common with user-
centered approaches.
(Roberto Verganti, 2009)

.

3. Design driven innovation as an Italian feature



39

Family follows fiction, Alessi



Matteo Ragni and Giulio Iacchetti, 
Moscardino Pandora Design, 2000



Today’s scenarios are changing



Innovation is produced by many actors - co-design, open 
approach, open source, open source mouvement, open 
innovation, open design, open peer-to-peer, design 
crowdsourcing, do it yourself, self-production, personal 
fabrication, community driven innovation, makers, fablab, 
impactub, living lab …

> Innovation from the bottom-up 

The network widens, the cities becomes contaminated with the 
territories, the local mixes with the global, the knowledge of 
master craftsmen is linked to the digital ... (Aldo Bonomi, 2015)

.

1. Knowledge producers are many, different, fragmented (a)



1. Knowledge producers are many, different, fragmented (b)

“Transformative collective actions do not only need strong motivations. Increasingly, they 
require the design of unedited environments capable of hosting a highly connected, 
interactive and collaborative human network. They require ideation, discovery and creation 
processes able to navigate across chaos and order, divergence and convergence, shifting 
well beyond control and linearity. They require new frameworks for people to convene, 
build mutual trust and, ultimately, engage in common projects. All in all, they require to 
move from a rhetoric based on outputs and outcomes, to value a narrative based on 
experience.’’

All across the globe, we are seeing open and fluid groups of 
people organizing in ubiquitous communities around missions 
of social change, using physical and digital spaces and tools to 
unlock the inventiveness of peer to peer and horizontal 
collaboration.



... The innovation comes from the society.

“Design when everybody designs.” 
In a changing world everyone designs: each individual person and 
each collective subject, from enterprises to institutions, from 
communities to cities and regions, must define and enhance a life  
project.
(Ezio Manzini, 2015)

It's the concept of the Social innovation - "a creative 
recombination of existing assets ..., which aim to achieve socially 
recognized goals in a new way" (Manzini, 2015) … for the 
sustainability.

.

2. Social innovation (a)



From social innovation to Societal  Innovation  as a transition 
towards System  Innovation  able to drive distributed, 
decentralized and democratic innovation frameworks.

‘This future of social innovation requires us to recognise change in this 
world cannot be designed as a strategy written for one organisation but 
has  to  consist  of  the  investment  in  growing  a  movement  of  change,  
or  shared  intent,  a  mission  which  is  an  open  invitation  to  take  part  
and  innovate  together; a shared language and understanding of 
interdependent issues; and the distributed collective intelligence and 
agency  of  a  movement’ (Johar, 2017)

2. Social innovation (b)



It’s important to use different innovation sources.
> traditional and new manufacturing + social innovation.

The competitiveness of the (Italian) companies and territories
may lie in the capacity to create a meaningful mix between 
the production territories and the social territories.
(Aldo Bonomi, 2015)

.

3. Towards competitiveness of the new territories … 



In Italy there is an 
important tradition



The Adriano Olivetti's social 
capitalism (1901-1960)



Enzo Mari, Self-design,1974 
“Mari is right, everyone 
must design: after all, it's 
the best way not to be 
designed.” (Giulio Carlo 
Argan)



The counter-design 
and the mass 
creativity (Global 
tools, 1973-75)



Riccardo Dalisi and the poor technology (1970-75)



Slow food: 
the importance of the 

local production 



Libera movement: food
production in the territories 
confiscated from the mafia 



The circular economy - among the European countries, Italy is 
the one with the largest share of raw material recovery in the 
production system: 18.5% (Enel, Symbola, 2018)



Furniture for public spaces, Salvadori 



Recycling of orange processing waste in Sicily





Some contemporary examples



Networks across traditional companies, universities and research 
centers, makers and social innovators ....

… but a supply chain is often not complete.

.









Cosmo, Bakary Darboe con Lupo & Burtscher







Talking  hands







Luciano Marson, Karin Friebel and Luca Cerchie, CREWr, 
with other designers, Pieces of venice



Pillbox

Walking stick





Daniel Libeskind, Arche, 
San Patrignano design lab

Giuseppe Leida, Tino cavallino, 
San Patrignano design lab



We have practiced this scenario













The “expert designer” (Manzini) can still continue to develop 
its function:
- to be a synthesis and catalysis of different knowledges; 
- to make (technological) innovation immediately expendable on 
the market;
- to promote design driven innovation;
- to shape (an esthetic shape) to the innovation (product, 
communication and service design).

What is the design role in this different scenario? (a) 



… but the designer must:

- know the knowledegs sources are very various and different 
(traditional companies, research centers, makers, social 
innovators ...) and mix these different contributions;
- develop and practice codesign methodologies and tools and 
mix these contributions with his own capacity to see the future –
design driven innovation.

What is the design role in this different scenario? (b) 



> The designer as the catalyst agent among
traditional companies, universities (research
centers), makers and social innovators.

Thus the role, skills, methods and  tools (tools box) 
of the designer shall partly change.



The figure of the “expert designer” must be able to:
- analyize the problems;
- discover and mine knowledges;
- integrate the interdisciplinary knowledges;
- practice co-design;
- Work on product-system strategies;
- define the innovation's scenarios;
- give meaning to the innovation;
- activate the cross fertilization among actors;
- define the financing opportunities;
- exercise leadership..

About the role and skills



It's important that the “expert designer” has:
- a systemic thinking and approach;
- soft skills (interaction, empathy, listening ...);
- capacity to define, analyize, evaluate the problems;
- knowledges regarding the technological paths; 
- knowleges about the social trends and the market;
- the capacity to define the priorities' list of the problems;
- knowledges about the co-design methodologies and tools (a 
tool box to stimulate, support and direct co-design processes);
- knowledges of the financial opportunities.

About the methods and tools



Prepare a generation of designers able to:

- make synthesis and catalysis of the different knowledges 
across sectoral borders and boundaries (companies, universities 
and research centers, makers, social innovators); 
- practice co-design methods;
- boost design driven innovation,
for local developpement and companies’ competitiveness.

The goals of the our training program



We talk about companies, universities and research centers or 
makers, social innovators …

Politecnico di Milano’s courses

1. - Product design, Communication design,  Fashion design, Furniture 
design, Yacht design …

2. Service design,,  Sustainable design for complexity,  Social and 
shared housing 

> the challenge is to integrate them.

Generally the two training paths are separated



… for Companies

- To develop awareness on Open Design and related 
technological competences and potential 

- To make possible use of those competences in 
order to innovate their traditional business models 

- In order to develop new products, new services, 
new production processes 

- To deploy strategic collaborations with students 
professors and makers



… for the University

- To shape a new profile able to work for local development
- To propose a different training path - between companies and 
social innovation
- To propose a flexible model - advanced courses / refresher
courses – for a broad target 
- To have the possibility to reinforce the link with the companies 
and makers as the ground to define the new training projects and 
research projects



… for Makers  communities

- Increase positioning and recognition as a valuable actor within 
the innovation value chain
- Boost awareness about new approaches to production and 
innovation
- Co-produce new approaches to training and knowledge 
development
- Create stable links with HEIs



Four possible scenarios



Motorhome sector > For tradition; an incremental innovation > 
Design driven innovation aptitude > Social transformation and 
sustainability > Abandonment of small villages > Necessity to 
guarantee some services (medical, school, postal ...) > Co-design 
> Definition of a new motorhome model > Focussing on the 
technologial solutions like Internet connection, Cloud (to manage 
heavy data) …

1. Motorhome for services



Furniture sector > For tradition; an incremental innovation > 
Design driven innovation aptitude > Social transformation and 
sustainability > Dependent users (senior citizens, disableds ...) >
Co-design > Customization for particular diseases > 3D printing of 
product details

2. Dependent users furniture



Furniture sector > The new scenario of the social housing > Design 
driven innovation aptitude > A collaboration with Social Housing 
Associations >  Co-design > The particular typologies of furniture, 
for public spaces in social housing 

3. A furniture series for the social housing



Stone industry > Production waste > Design Driven Innovation 
aptitude > Environmental sustainability > Circular economy > 
Waste reuse > Platforme online > Co-design

4. Reuse of stone waste


